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a b s t r a c t

Whereaswater drops on both lotus leafs and rose petals have high contact angles, the drops
can easily roll off lotus leafs but strongly adhere to rose petals. Here, we report a simple and
cost-effective approach to fabricate highly stretchable large-area surfaces that give lotus-
leaf and rose-petal effects by harnessing origami patterns formed in graphene paper (GP)
bonded on a pre-strained elastomer substrate. The surfaces of the GP origami exhibit high
contact angles (>160°) yet robust adhesion towater drops. After depositing a gold film of a
few nanometers on the GP, the origami of GP–Au gives high contact angle (>160°) and low
roll-off angles (<5°) of water drops. We show that the high surface roughness of the GP
origami leads to the high contact angle of water drops, and hydrophilic groups and defects
on the GP surface significantly enhance the adhesive forces of drops on the GP origami,
leading to the rose-petal effect. The coating of gold film does not affect the surface rough-
ness of the origami but significantly reduces the adhesive force, transitioning the rose-petal
to lotus-leaf effects. In addition, the wetting properties of both GP and GP–Au origamis can
be tuned over a wide range by simply stretching or compressing the substrate elastomer.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Whereaswater drops on both lotus leafs and rose petals
have high contact angles, the drops can easily roll off lo-
tus leafs but strongly adhere to rose petals (Fig. 1(a) and
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(b)) [1,2]. The wetting properties of lotus leafs and rose
petals, attributed to a combination of nano- to micro-scale
topographies and chemical compositions of their surfaces,
have been intensively studied [3–5]. In particular, the so-
called ‘lotus-leaf effect’ (Fig. 1(a)) and ‘rose-petal effect’
(Fig. 1(b)) have motivated researchers to create novel sur-
faces with high contact angles and low or high adhesions
to water drops, for applications as diverse as self-cleaning
and antifogging surfaces, fluid drag reduction, humidity
control for electronic devices, dry adhesives, and no-
loss transport of liquid microdroplets [2,3,6–8]. Existing
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Fig. 1. Lotus-leaf and rose-petal effects achieved via GP origami. (a) Optical image of water drops rolling on a lotus leaf (Photograph courtesy of Julia
Vasic). (b) Optical image of rose petals attached with water drops (Photograph courtesy of wallpaper.com). (c) SEM image of GP at flat state. (d) SEM image
of localized ridges of GP formed by relaxing uniaxially pre-stretched elastomer substrate (εpre 1 = 300%, εpre 2 = 0%). (e) SEM image of the cross-section
of ridged GP by sectioning the sample with Focused Ion Beam (FIB) milling. SEM images of surface patterns of GP formed by (f) sequential relaxation or
(g) simultaneous relaxation of biaxially pre-stretched elastomer substrate (εpre 1 = εpre 2 = 300%). (h) SEM image of surface patterns formed in GP coated
with nano-gold film (3 ± 1 nm) by sequential relaxation of biaxially pre-stretched elastomer substrate (εpre 1 = εpre 2 = 300%). The scale bars in (c)–(h)
indicate 5 µm.

fabrication methods for surfaces with lotus-leaf or rose-
petal effects include template-wetting method, lithogra-
phy methods, ultrafast (femtosecond) laser irradiation,
anisotropic etching, plasma treatment and chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) based surface method [4,5,9–13]. These
methods have their own limitations to some extent. For
instance, the broadly used lithography methods are usu-
ally confined in a relatively small sample area and in-
volve multiple fabrication steps that incur high cost [5].
Although the template-wettingmethodmay be potentially
used for large-area applications, it is difficult to make sur-
faces with tunable wetting capability. In addition, most of
these methods are not applicable to surfaces that require
high stretchability and deformability [11].

In this work, we report a simple approach to fabri-
cate highly stretchable large-area surfaces that give ei-
ther lotus-leaf effect or rose-petal effect, by harnessing

origami patterns in graphene paper (GP) bonded on a pre-
strained elastomer substrate. The GP used for generating
the origami patterns is prepared by chemical reduction of
graphene oxide (GO), a low-cost and effective method for
producing large-area graphene papers [14]. We demon-
strate that the surfaces of GP origami exhibit high contact
angles (>160°) and robust adhesion to water drops, giving
the rose petal effect. Interestingly, by depositing a gold film
of a few nanometers on the GP, the origami of GP–Au keeps
the same topologies as those of GP origami, but giving
high contact angles (>160°) and low roll-off angles (<5°),
i.e., the lotus-leaf effect. Moreover, the wetting proper-
ties of both GP and GP–Au origamis can be tuned over a
wide range by simply stretching or compressing the elas-
tomer substrate. We further discuss the effects of chemical
properties and surface morphologies of the GP and GP–Au
origamis on their wetting properties. Ourmethod provides
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a simple strategy to develop novel stretchable large-area
surfaces with tunable adhesions to water drops.

2. Fabrication procedure of graphene-paper origami

Origami patterns can be generated by biaxial com-
pression of a thin elastic film bonded on a compliant
substrate [15–23]. Fig. S1 illustrates the procedure for
fabricating GP origami by harnessing mechanical insta-
bilities of GP compressed on a pre-strained elastomer
substrate. The GP was made by vacuum filtration of the
graphene oxide (GO) solution through an nylonmembrane
filter followed by air drying and peeling from the filter [24]
(see Fig. S1 and Materials and Methods in Supplemen-
tary Materials). The thickness of GO paper can be tuned
from a few nanometers to several micrometers by vary-
ing the mass of GO in solution during vacuum filtration.
Meanwhile, a square-shaped elastomer film, VHB acrylic
4910 with thickness of 1 mm (3M Inc., US), was biaxi-
ally stretched along two orthogonal in-plane directions by
engineering strains of εpre 1 and εpre 2. Thanks to the high
stretchability of the elastomer, the pre-strains can be set
to values ranging from 100% to 400% in our experiments.
The paper-like GO film (50–500 nm thick) was then trans-
ferred to pre-strained elastomer substrate by a dry transfer
method due to the lower adhesion energy betweenGO film
and filter membrane than that between GO film and target
substrate. The as-prepared GO paper (Fig. 1(c)) was then
reduced in saturated vapor of Hydrazine monohydrate
(N2H4 64%–65%, reagent grade, 98%, Sigma-ALDRICH) at
80 °C for 4–6 h [25]. Thereafter, the pre-strains in the
elastomer substrate were relaxed uniaxially or biaxially to
generate parallel ridges (Fig. 1(d)) or hierarchical origami
patterns (Fig. 1(f)–(h)) [10,17].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Patterns of GP origami

To discuss the origami patterns generated by uniaxial
or biaxial compression of film–substrate system,we define
the strains in the GP and the substrate as follow. Denote
the lateral dimensions of the GP along two pre-strained
directions as L1 and L2 at the initial transferred state and
as l1 and l2 at the relaxed state. The nominal compressive
strains in the GP are defined as εf 1 = (L1 − l1) /L1 and
εf 2 = (L2 − l2) /L2. We further denote the tensile strains
in the substrate at a state as εs1 and εs2. Thus, the nominal
compressive strains in the GP film and the tensile strains
in the substrate are related by

εf 1 =

εpre 1 − εs1


/

εpre 1 + 1


(1a)

εf 2 =

εpre 2 − εs2


/

εpre 2 + 1


. (1b)

When the substrate is fully relaxed (i.e., εs1 = εs2 =

0), the nominal compressive strains in the GP reach the
maximum values of εpre 1/(εpre 1 + 1) and εpre 2/(εpre 2 + 1),
respectively [10].

We next discuss the surface patterns of GP generated
by releasing the pre-strained elastomer substrates (i.e.,
εpre 1 = εpre 2 = 300%). The biaxial pre-strains in the

substrate are relaxed either sequentially or simultaneously
along two orthogonal pre-strained directions [10,16].
During sequential relaxation of the substrate, the pre-
strain εpre 1 is first released, so that a pattern of ridges
develops in the GP on elastomer substrate. As reported in a
previouswork, thewavelength and amplitudes of ridges on
fully relaxed substrate follow the scaling law λridge/Hf ∝
µf /µs

0.31 and Aridge/Hf ∝

µf /µs

0.31, respectively;
and the aspect ratio (i.e., height over wavelength) of the
ridge follows Aridge/λridge ≈ 0.52εpre + 0.23, which was
obtained from numerical simulations and validated by
experimental data [10]. Since εpre 1 = 300% in the current
study, the predicted aspect ratio of the ridge should be
∼1.79. As shown on Fig. 1(e), the aspect ratio of the ridges
is indeed ∼1.64, much higher than typical aspect ratios of
wrinkles, creases and folds. In addition, due to the large
deformation in the elastomer substrate under the ridges,
partial delamination may occur at the top region of the
ridges, as shown in Fig. 1(e) [10,26].

When the pre-strain εpre 2 is subsequently released, the
pattern of parallel ridges will be deformed as an effective
layer with thickness larger than the GP film, leading to a
pattern of second-level ridges orthogonal to the previous
first-level ridges (Fig. 1(f) and (h)). On the other hand,
simultaneously relaxing the substrate generates randomly
distributed hierarchical structures significantly different
from those of sequentially-relaxed ones. The intersection
of two ridges generates a vertex with a sharp tip. As the
biaxial pre-strains are fully relaxed, the surface is featured
with a pattern of buckled ridges together with sharp
vertices almost evenly distributed on the surface (Fig. 1(g)).

To better understand the evolution of the origami
patterns, we develop a finite-element model for the
GP-elastomer substrate system (Fig. 2). The mechanical
properties of GP film and VHB elastomer substrate are
measured by a Micro-Strain Analyzer under uniaxial ten-
sions. The stress vs. stretch data is then fitted to the neo-
Hookean model to obtain shear moduli of µf = 19 MPa
and µs = 20 kPa for GP and the VHB elastomer, respec-
tively (Figs. S2a and S2b). The adhesion energy between
GP and VHB are measured to be 580 J/m2 (Figs. S2c, S2d
and S3). The elastomer substrate (1 mm thick) is treated
as infinitely thick in the finite-element model, since it is
much thicker than the GP (∼0.1 µm thick) [41]. Fig. 2(a)
shows the initiation and evolution of localized ridges in
a GP-elastomer substrate structure with pre-strain in the
substrate εpre 1 = 300%. As the uniaxial pre-strain in the
substrate is relaxed, a compressive strain εf 1 in the GP film
will be generated, and when the compressive strain in the
GP film exceeds a critical value, a series of sinusoidal wrin-
kles set in. As compressive strain εf 1 further increases, the
amplitude of certainwrinkles increasemuchmore dramat-
ically than others, leading to a combination ofwrinkles and
localized ridges.With further increment of εf 1, more ridges
form on the surface and the amplitude of the ridges in-
creases (Fig. 2(a)). The compressive strains εf 1 in the GP
varies from 0% to 75% when the pre-strain in the substrate
is relaxed from 300% to 0% (Fig. 2(a)).

Since the deformation in the elastomer substrate is ex-
cessively high around peaks of the ridges, delamination
between GP and the substrate has been observed around
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Fig. 2. Theoretical and numerical results on the evolution of localized-ridge and delamination in GP-elastomer-substrate system. (a) Distribution of
maximum in-plane principal strain in the elastomer substrate during the formation of localized ridges and delamination. The thickness of GP is taken
to be 0.1µm, and the elastomer substrate is modeled as infinitely deep. The prestrain in the elastomer substrate is set to be εpre = 300%. (b–c) SEM images
of a sectioned ridge pattern of GP film on a fully relaxed substrate with an uniaxial pre-strain of 300%. The ridged sample is sectioned by Focused Ion Beam
(FIB) milling. Before sectioning the sample, we deposit 500 nm silver (Ag) on top of the ridged film to prevent potential damage of the film from gallium
ion irradiation. The cross-sectional profiles are imaged by the high-resolution SEM built in the FIB-system. With extremely large prestrain and lower bond
strength, partial delamination may occur at the interface between GP film and elastomer substrate. (d) The normalized potential energy stored in the
system as a function of normalized delamination size D/


λ(1 + εpre 1)


. The stable delamination size for a given adhesion energy of the interface can be

determined by minimizing the potential energy of the system, i.e. the minimum point on each curve. (e) The normalized delamination size as a function
of adhesion energy between GP and elastomer substrate.

these locations (Fig. 2(b) and (c)). To calculate the length
of delamination, we assume that the substrate has de-
laminated from the GP film at the each peak of the ridge
symmetrically in the finite-element model, as shown in
Fig. 2(a). The potential energy of each ridge (i.e., over one
wavelength) with the delamination at equilibrium state
can be calculated as Π = Uf + Us + Γ D [27,28], where
Uf and Us are the elastic energies of the film and the sub-
strate, Γ the film–substrate adhesion energy of the film,
and D the delaminated length measured on the film. The
formation of delamination will decrease the elastic energy
of the structure by relaxing the substrate, but increase the
adhesion energy of the system. Therefore, at a certain de-
laminated length Dc , the potential energy of the system
can reach a minimum. By adopting the Maxwell stability
criterion, we regard Dc as the stable delaminated length
at each peak of the ridge. Fig. 2(d) shows the normalized
potential energy Π/Π0 as a function of the normalized
delamination size D/


λ(1 + εpre 1)


for different adhesion

energies between substrate and film, where Π0 denotes
the potential energy of the ridged film–substrate struc-
ture without delamination. The minimum point shown on
each curve indicates the predicted delamination size for
the given adhesion energy. It can be seen that the nor-
malized delamination size decreases with the increase of
the adhesion strength of the interface (Fig. 2(e)). When
Γ = 580 J/m2, our model predicts that Dc/


λ(1 + εpre 1)


≈ 0.28, which is consistent with the experimental obser-
vation D/[λ(1 + εpre 1)] ≈ 0.30, where the D is the length
of the GP debonded from the VHB substrate in the experi-
mental image, and is measured using the ImageJ software
package (Fig. 2(b)).

3.2. Rose-petal effect of the GP origami

To generate the GP origami, we prepare samples by
sequentially relaxing elastomer substrates with εpre 1 =

εpre 2 = 300%. The thickness of the GPs is ∼0.1 µm
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Fig. 3. Wetting properties of GP origami formed by sequentially relaxing biaxially pre-strained substrate (εpre 1 = εpre 2 = 300%). (a) Shape of a water
drop on the GP origami surface, indicating its large contact angle of 163°. (b) Shape of a suspending water drop (5 µL) on the GP origami when the sample
is turned upside down. (c) Advancing angle (>165°) of water droplet when adding water. (d) Receding angle (=10°) of water droplet when withdrawing
water. (e) A large volume of water drop (40 µL), with a gravity of 392 µN, suspended on the vertically placed surface. (f) The static contact angles of water
drops on the GP as functions of the biaxial compressive strain in the GP or tensile strain in the elastomer substrate. (g) The advancing and receding angles
and contact-angle hysteresis of water drop on GP as functions of the biaxial compressive strain in GP or tensile strain in the elastomer substrate.

unless otherwise specified. Prior to relaxing the substrate,
the obtained GP is treated with 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-Perfluoro-
decyltriethoxysilane (PFTES, 97%, ALDERCH Chemistry,
USA) by gas-phase evaporation in a desiccator under
vacuum for 4 h to couple hydrophobic functional groups
on the GP surfaces [29]. The wettability of the GP origami
surface is characterized by the static contact angles, roll-
off angles, advancing and receding angles. Contact angle
hysteresis, i.e., the difference between advancing and
receding angles, is also calculated to indicate the adhesion
of water drop on the GP origami surfaces [11,30].

From Fig. 3(a), it can be seen that the static contact
angle of a sessile water drop reaches over 160° on the GP
origami, while the contact angle hysteresis can reach over
155° (Fig. 3(c) and (d)), indicating the rose-petal effect [31].
Fig. 3(b) shows that a water drop of 5 µL maintains high
contact angle of 160° on the GP origami but still being
pinned on the surface even when the sample is turned
upside down. The strong adhesion of water drop on the
GP origami surface is also demonstrated in Fig. 3(e), in
which a water drop with much higher volume (40 µL),
with a gravity of 392 µN, can be firmly suspended on the
vertically placed GP-origami surface.

The strong adhesion of water drop to the GP origami
may result from residual hydrophilic groups and structural
defects on the GP [32]. Since the wettability of a surface
is significantly affected by the outermost chemical groups
of the surface, certain residual hydrophilic groups (e.g., –
OH or –COOH) introduced in chemical processing [33]may
remain on the surface of GP and makes the water partially
penetrate into the valleys of the surface, significantly
increasing its adhesion to water drops. In addition, defects
such as pores and facial edges (Fig. 1(c), (f) and Fig. S4)

may be introduced in the GP fabricated with the filtration
method [34,35]. These defects lead to high local surface
energy and may penetrate into the sessile water drop so
as to increase the adhesion force [32].

In addition, we find that both the contact angle and
contact angle hysteresis of drops on the GP origami surface
can be tuned over a very wide range by simply stretching
or compressing the substrate. From Fig. 3(f), it can be
seen that the static contact angle of water drop on GP
surface reduces from 163° to 93° and the contact angle
hysteresis decrease from 157° to 85°, when the biaxial
tensile strain in the substrate increases from0% to 300% (or
the biaxial compressive strain in theGPdecreases from75%
to 0%). These variations aremainly due to the change of the
surface roughness of GP under deformation. The decrease
of compressive strain in the GP by stretching the elastomer
substrate can drastically reduce the surface rough of the GP
and therefore lead to the decrease of static contact angle
(Fig. 3(f)).

The static contact angle of surfaces with rose-petal
effect can be characterized by the Cassie–Baxter equation
[2,22,36–38]

cos θ = rf f cos θ0 + f − 1 (2)

where θ is the apparent contact angle of the origami sur-
face, θ0 intrinsic contact angle of flat GP surface, f is the
fraction of the projected area of the solid surface that is
wetted by the liquid, and rf is the roughness ratio of the
wet area. The roughness ratio of the GP origami can be
calculated as rf = L1L2/ (l1l2) = 1/


1 − εf 1

 
1 − εf 2


[16]. Since the pre-strain in the substrate is εpre 1 = εpre 2 =

300%, we can calculate εf 1 = εf 2 = 0.75 and rf = 16 at
the fully relaxed state of the substrate. Since the measured
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Fig. 4. Wetting properties of gold-coatedGP origami formed by sequentially relaxing biaxially pre-strained substrate (εpre 1 = εpre 2 = 250%). (a) Schematic
illustration of the GP–Au films on elastomer substrate. The thickness of the gold film is 3 ± 1 nm. (b) Shape of a water drop on the GP–Au origami surface.
(c) Rolling off of a water drop on the GP–Au origami surface at a tilting angle of 5°. (d) The static contact and roll-off angles of water drops on the GP–Au
origami surface as functions of the biaxial compressive strain in the GP–Au film or tensile strain in the substrate. (e) The advancing and receding angles
and contact-angle hysteresis of water drop on GP–Au origami as functions of the biaxial compressive strain in GP–Au film or tensile strain in the elastomer
substrate.

θ = 163° at the fully relaxed state of the substrate and
θ0 = 93°, we further calculate f = 0.27, indicating that
a small portion of the solid surface is wetted. As the com-
pressive strain in GP is released (i.e., the origami surface is
unfolded), the contact angle of GP origami reduces to ap-
proximately the intrinsic contact angle θ0 = 93°. On the
other hand, the receding angle of water drop on the GP
is very low (<16°) regardless of the compressive strains
on the GP, owning to the strong adhesion of water drop
on the GP (Fig. 3(g)). Since the advancing angle of water
drop on GP is approximately equal to its static contact an-
gle, the contact angle hysteresis also reduces with the de-
crease of compressive strain and surface roughness of the
GP (Fig. 3(g)).

3.3. Lotus-leaf effect of the GP origami coated with gold
nanofilm

To achieve the lotus-leaf effect, we deposit a layer of
gold film with thickness of 3 ± 1 nm on the GP (Fig. 4(a)).
Since the gold nanofilm is much thinner than the GP,
it does not significantly affect the structural features of
the GP origami (Fig. 1(f), (h), and Fig. S5). The gold-
coated GP is further immersed into (heptadecafluoro-
1,1,2,2-tetrahydrodecyl) trichlorosilane vapor for 4 h to
be hydrophobilized. Since the gold nanofilm can cover
chemical groups and nanoscale defects on the GP, the GP
coated with gold nanofilm can be more homogeneously
hydrophobilized than bare GP samples. Therefore, it is
expected that the adhesion of water drops on the GP–Au
origami is lower than that on the GP origami.

The wetting property of the gold-coated GP origami
is characterized following procedures described in the

previous section. The static contact angle of a water drop
on the GP origami coated with gold nanofilm can reach
168° (Fig. 4(b)), and the water drops can easily roll off at a
small tilting angle of 5° (Fig. 4(c)), giving the lotus-leaf ef-
fect. The high contact angles of GP–Au origami pattern can
be characterized by the Cassie–Baxter model of Eq. (2), in
which the roughness of the surface on fully relaxed sub-
strate rf = 12.25 (for εpre 1 = εpre 2 = 250%) and the
fraction of the projected area of the solid surface that is
wetted by the liquid f = 0.15, lower than the fraction of GP
origamiwithout Au coating. Furthermore,when the biaxial
tensile strain in the substrate is confined within 100%, the
static contact angle of water drop can stay above 150° and
roll-off angle below 10° (Fig. 4(d)). Consistently, the con-
tact angle hysteresis maintains below 15°when the tensile
strain in substrate increases from 0% to 120% (Fig. 4(e)).
If the substrate is biaxially stretched beyond 100% strain,
the contact angle of water drops would quickly decrease
to 124°while the roll-off angle increases to 90° due to sig-
nificant diminishment of surface structure (Fig. 4(d)).

3.4. Reversibility and repeatability of the tunable lotus-leaf
and rose-petal effects

We further demonstrate that the tunable lotus-leaf and
rose-petal effects of the GP origami are reversible and
repeatable under cyclic deformation of the elastomer sub-
strate. We repeatedly stretch and relax the elastomer sub-
strate with GP origami to prescribed strains, and measure
the contact angle and contact angle hysteresis of water
drops on the GP origami. As shown in Fig. 5, the vari-
ations of contact angle and contact angle hysteresis for
both GP origami and gold-coated GP origami are reversible
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Fig. 5. (a) Reversibility and repeatability of tunable contact angle and
contact angle hysteresis of GP origami (εpre 1 = εpre 2 = 300%). The
elastomer substrate is gradually stretched from its original length to a
relaxed state and then released to its original length. (b) Reversibility
and repeatability of tunable contact angle and contact angle hysteresis
of GP–Au origami (εpre 1 = εpre 2 = 250%). The variations of contact
angle and contact angle hysteresis for both GP surface and GP–Au origami
surfaces are reversible and can be repeated over successive cycles by
stretching–releasing the elastomer substrate.

and repeatable over multiple stretch–relax cycles. These
rose-petal or lotus-leaf coatings capable of reversible and
repeatable tunability can potentially find a variety of appli-
cations, such as manipulation and transport of liquid mi-
crodrops, biological and chemical analysis and detection,
and microfluidic lab-on-a chip devices [12,39,40].

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated a new cost-
effective approach to fabricate highly stretchable, large-
area surfaces that give either rose-petal effect or lotus-leaf
effect by harnessing the GP origami formed on a pre-
stretched elastomer substrate. The surface of GP origami
exhibits a high static contact angle (>160°), high con-
tact angle hysteresis (>150°), and high adhesive force to
water drops, giving the rose-petal effect. On the other
hand, after coated with a gold nanofilm, GP origami tran-
sits to be a super-hydrophobic surface with lotus-leaf
effect. The functional groups affixed on the GP surface, cap-
illary adhesion and structural defects on the GP surface
contribute to the robust adhesion of the GP origami. Nev-
ertheless, the coating of gold nanofilm covers the chemical
groups, defects and edges on the GP origami surfaces, and

greatly reduces the adhesion of GP origami to water drops,
leading to the transition from rose-petal to lotus-leaf ef-
fect.We finally demonstrate that the tunablewetting prop-
erties and adhesion of GP origami surfaces are reversible
and repeatable under multiple cycles of deformation.
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S1. Experimental methods 

Fabrication of graphene oxide paper: Graphene Oxide (GO) Aqueous Solution with a 

concentration of 6.2 mg/mL (Graphene Supermarket, USA) was used to fabricate GO paper 

using vacuum filtration method. Nylon membrane filters (Merck Millipore Ltd., USA) with a 

diameter of 47mm and pore size of 0.2 μm were used. The obtained GO film attached on the 

filter membrane was then dried by N2 gas and peeled off from the filter [24]. The thickness of 

each GO paper fabricated can be tuned from several nanometers to hundreds of micrometers 

by varying the volume of the GO sheet suspension.  

Nano-gold film deposition for GP 

The thin layer of gold film was deposited onto the flat GP attached on the stretched substrate 

using E-beam evaporation method (Kurt Lesker PVD 75, USA). A lower deposition rate of 

0.5A/s was used for the Au deposition.  

Characterization of the origami patterns: To characterize the surface origami patterns, we 

performed scanning electron microscope (SEM) on the prepared samples. The SEM images 

were obtained with 2 000-50 000 magnifications, 20-30 kV beam, and 6-7 mm working 

distance (FEI XL30 SEM-FEG, USA). To check the partial delamination of the ridge patterns, 

we employed focused ion beam (FIB) sectioning SEM images.  

Tensile testing of GP and VHB: The mechanical tensile tests were conducted with a micro-

strain analyzer (MSA, TA Instruments RSA III). The GP samples were gripped using film 

tension clamps with a clamp compliance of ~0.2 μm N-1. The tensile tests were conducted in a 

controlled strain mode with a preload of 0.01 N and a strain ramp of 0.05% min-1 unless 

otherwise specified. The width of GP was measured using a digital caliper. The thickness of 

GP was measured from SEM imaging of the sectioned cross-section of the sample. The length 

between the clamps was automatically measured and recorded by the MSA. 
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Adhesion measurement between GP and VHB substrate: Since both GP and VHB elastomer 

are flexible, adhesive strength between the two bonded layers was measured by T-peel test 

(ASTM D1876) with the MSA. The T-type specimens used in the experiments were about 5 

mm wide and 50 mm long. We affixed the GP film onto a Kapton film by using Epoxy, and 

then bonded the GP onto VHB substrate to form a T-type specimen (Fig. S3c). All the peel 

tests were conducted at a displacement rate of 1 mm/s. The average peeling load per unit area 

was used to define the peel strength, and was taken from the force-displacement curve after 

the initial peak reading (Fig. S3d). At least five specimens were tested and averaged to get the 

final adhesion strength.  

Finite element modeling of delaminated patterns: The GP–VHB bilayer systems were 

modeled with the hybrid quadratic elements (CPE8MH) under plane-strain deformation using 

software package, ABAQUS 6.12. The width of the model was taken to be at least 5 times of 

the wavelengths of the initial wrinkles predicted from the formulations [41], and the depth of 

the substrate was taken to be more than 10 times of the wavelength to ignore the influence of 

the boundary condition at the bottom [10, 41]. In the simulation, displacement-control loading 

conditions were used to apply pre-strains in the substrate and then to controllably release the 

pre-strain of the substrate. Periodic boundary condition was prescribed along the vertical sides 

of the model while the vertical displacement and the shear traction were prescribed to be zero 

on the bottom surface of the substrate. The pseudo-dynamic method was adopted and a very 

small initial geometric imperfection was introduced into the model for post-buckling analysis. 

Measurement of the wetting properties of the samples: The static contact angles of the 

samples were measured using a Ramé-Hart goniometer equipped with a dispensing needle 

and all the tests were performed in air at ambient temperature. A sessile drop (DI water) of 5 

µL was generated by the automatic dispensing needle. After measurement, the water drops 

were gently removed by compressive air to dry the film surface for repeated contact angle 

testing. The roll-off angles were captured by tilting the stage very slowly until water drops (10 
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µL) start rolling on the sample surface. While the advancing angles and receding angles were 

measured by the dynamic sessile drop method, i.e., slowly inflating and deflating the drop 

volume by the dispensing needle of goniometer, as shown in Figs. 3c and 3d. The largest and 

the smallest values measured were recorded as the advancing and receding contact angles, 

respectively. The reported values in the figures were the mean values and stand derivations of 

five different measurements on a same sample.  
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Figure S5. (a) SEM images of GP-Au film on a fully relaxed substrate with a biaxial pre-

strain of 250%. (b) The nano-Au film is uniformly covered on top of the GP surface. (c) The 

nano-Au film cannot cover the microscale cracks (marked by the red circle) appeared in the 

GP surface.  
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